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Agility at Cloud Scale
for Big Data Analytics
The DriveScale Composable Platform
Data-driven companies use big data analytics to uncover new insights,
correlations or patterns that help them drive new business models,
operate more efficiently and engage customers more effectively. Big data
employs Hadoop,
NoSQL, massively
parallel databases, and
other applications for
advanced analytics
against very large data
sets of structured,
unstructured and semistructured data that
reside in data lakes
and data warehouses.
Unique to these data-intensive applications is their highly dynamic
behavior which creates new challenges for traditional server infrastructure
deployments models.
Today, organizations commonly deploy big data analytics on directattached storage (DAS) servers. Planning for compute and storage capacity
required by new workloads is complex and time-consuming and most often
server and storage configurations are purchased prior to knowing what
the workload will demand. To ensure workloads will run, overprovisioning
is the only choice. Once purchased, the configuration of compute and
storage inside the server chassis cannot be changed. The result is that
overprovisioned resources sit idle.
The fixed nature of DAS servers constrains the ability to design the
exact infrastructure required for a specific application or workload. When
increased disk capacity is required, unneeded compute is added increasing
costs. To upgrade and stay on the compute performance curve, unneeded
disk is included making the upgrade unnecessarily expensive. Operational
complexity is driven up by an ever-expanding number of DAS server SKUs.
With DAS servers, time and resources are wasted.
DriveScale provides a unique approach to server and storage infrastructure
for big data analytics of any size. DriveScale provides the ability for users
to create the exact server and storage configuration needed per workload
leveraging disaggregated, low-cost compute nodes, storage and highperformance Ethernet fabric. And with DriveScale, users can seamlessly
scale their server infrastructure as their analytics and data needs grow.
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Agility at Cloud Scale for
Big Data Analytics
DriveScale Delivers Flexible, Adaptable
Infrastructure for Big Data Analytics
The DriveScale Composable Platform is the only server infrastructure that
scales and adapts compute and storage resources to meet the needs of
applications on the fly. With the DriveScale platform, customers can choose
their preferred vendors for dense flash or HDD eBODs (Ethernet Box of
Drives) and diskless servers and compose optimized server configurations.
With DriveScale, users can deploy server and storage infrastructure in
minutes not months, maximize resource utilization and eliminate wasted
spend with independent compute and storage upgrades.

Composable
Infrastructure
Composable
Infrastructure is
next-generation server
infrastructure that
provides the ability to
flexibly create, adapt,
deploy and later redeploy
servers using pools
of disaggregated,
heterogeneous compute,
storage and network
fabric. According to
IDC, the composable
infrastructure market is
estimated to grow from
$752 million in 2018 to
$4.7 billion in 2023.

Using DriveScale, applications can be deployed on bare metal or in
containers with Kubernetes. DriveScale provides persistent storage
volumes for Kubernetes so that containers can be instantiated, moved
or re-instantiated, while the storage remains available. Both HDD and
SSDs can be combined and connected to a compute node. And for flash,
DriveScale carves drives into slices as small as 1GB and mounts the flash
slices to a small or very large number of compute nodes. In seconds, from
the DriveScale software platform, users can add compute nodes or drives
as needed or replace failed compute nodes or drives with an alternative
from the resource pool. When deploying with DriveScale, there are no more
idle and siloed resources, and traveling to the data center to physically
replace failed compute nodes or drives is optional.

Why Drive Scale for Big Data Analytics
The DriveScale Composable Platform provides agility at cloud scale
while eliminating overprovisioning and data silos common with DAS
server deployments.
With the DriveScale Composable Platform, users can:
• Deploy server infrastructure in minutes
• Optimize configurations by creating any ratio of compute to disk
• Eliminate overprovisioning common with big data analytics
• Reduce wasted spend with independent
upgrades of compute and storage
• Instantly recover from disk failures from an
easy-to-use software interface
Companies with data-driven applications that deploy the DriveScale
platform reduce idle resources and wasted spend and increase operational
efficiency while gaining the flexibility to quickly scale compute and storage
resources up or down as needed.
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